The method for calculation of the beam motion envelopes in the six-dimensional phase space of charged particle moving in a cyclic accelerator is proposed. It is based on the invariance of the special quadratic form depending on the dynamic variables relatively to the shift along the particle trajectory. The envelopes are expressed as the explicit functions of the form coefficients.
Introduction
The classical problem for developmerit of cyclic accelerator of charged particles is the calculation of the envelopes of the particle beam with respect to different dynamic variables ul(8), 1 = 1, ..., 6 , which are the components of the state vector U(@) of a charged particle in the point .with fixed accelerator azimuth 8. This problem is actual as before (see, for example . The envelopes determine the maximum possible values of the respective dynamic variables in any point 8 of the accelerator ring and therefore they determine various important physical characteristics of the beam: transverse sizes, divergence and energy spread [4, 5] . In the present communication we propose the method for calculation of the envelopes in terms of the evolution matrix elements.
Evolution matrix
In general case the components of the state vector may be:
expressed by the set of the following values ( x , x, 8, q , z, z ) [4] , i.e. u l ( 8 ) = x(8), u2(8) = x, and so on. Here x, z are the par-.
ticle deviations along the normal and the binormal to the closed! orbit respectively; 6 = ( E -E,)/E,, E is particle energy, E, is the energy equilibrium value, 4 = (cp -(os) is phase deviation from the equilibrium value; i , i are the rates connected with the coordinates x , z respectively. The charged particle dynamics in the cyclic accelerator in the one-particle approximation with negligibly small random perturbations is described by the set of linearized equations [4, 5] wherethe6~6-matrixA(8) = (Al,m(8)), Z,m = 1, ..., 6isthe periodic function with respect to 8 and it has a definite structure with the dependence on 8 defined by the given accelerator design. However, the concrete form of matrix A (0) has no importance for the below proposed method.
Determine the evolution matrix M ( 8 ) for the above linear system by therelationship M(B)u(O) = u(8). This matrix is the unique solution of the equation
with initial condition M ( 0 ) = 1. Since the dependence A(8) is piecewise constant and it is periodic respective to 6 [4, 5] , then the matrix M ( 0 ) can be always determined explicity on the basis of quite tedious calculations for the specified accelerator at certain fixed initial moment. This calculation procedure is very inconvenient and, therefore, it is preferable to obtain the formulae for envelopes directly in terms of matrix M ( 8 ) . Such formulae are known for the case of the independent x-oscillations provided that the energy homogeneity takes place [6] . Io is a formal invariant relative to shift along the trajectory. So, the particle moves on the six-dimensional surface the shape and the location of which in the six-dimensional phase space are regulated by matrix G-'(8) and therefore it is changed with 8. The surface is formed by the trajectories with the initial vectors u(0) which give the same value of the invariant, IO = (u(O), u(0)). Since the surface under consideration is the sphere at time 8 = 0, then it is closed and simply connected at any time moment.
Invariant quadratic form
0-7803-3053-6/96/$5.00 ' 1996 IEEE Moreover, since the surface with lesser value of the invariant ZO at time 8 = 0 is putted into the surface with greater value, then this relation between these surfaces is conserved during the motion. Due to this we may set up a problem of the trajectory envelopes corresponding to the initial data uo which are inside the fixed six-dimensional sphere (u(O), u ( 0 ) ) = IO. At a fixed moment 8 all these trajectories are contained inside the sphere in the uo-space which is formally described by the equation
with the vector uo as the surface parameter. Passing on the parametric description on the base of vector U = u(8, uo) we find that this surface is the face of the six-dimensional ellipsoid
at each moment 8. It is true because the above coordinate transformation is affine due to the linearity of the Eq.(2). Thus, the desired envelopes are formated by means of the motion of the surface (5).
Notice, that for the system with one degree of freedom which describes the x-oscillations one would show that G22 
where y is determined from the condition det G ( 8 ) = 1. In this case the using of Eq. (4) gives the expression
coinciding with Courant-Snyder invariant [6] . Consequently, the surface in this case is the ordinary ellipse.
Envelopes of beam motion
We consider now the particle motion neglecting the friction connected with the particle radiation. Then Eq.(2) represents the canonical Hamiltonian system for which SpA(8) = 0, i.e. det M ( 8 ) = 1 [7] , and the phase volume containing inside the surface ( 5 ) is constant due to Loiuville's theorem. We assume further that system (2) 
This value is the desired envelope for the dynamic variable U L (8).
First stage of the above described procedure is reduced to the simple geometrical problem connected with the ellipsoid. We give it solution below. 
where we applied the identity Pim Qmk = P;m Qmk = 6 l k ; 1, k = 2, ..., 5.
Now we transform the expression in square brackets. It follows from the definition of the P-matrix that
Substituting the expression r = 1/G11 -4 1 in Eq. (7) and recovering the dependence on 8 , we derive the final formula
The calculations performed are related literally for every dynamic variable U [ and therefore the general formula is valid there an initial matrix Go such that the matrix G(8), G(0) = GO which satisfies to Eq.(3) and to G(O $-T ) = G(6')? If there are the ellipsoids with described property then we may put the initial unit sphere (ug, UO) = 1 into one of them and the nerct question arises. Would one to elect the matrix Go by an optimal way when the envelope (6) generated by the motion with initial data uo on the sphere will coincide with the optimal ellipsoid? Answers on these questions contain the following assertions. The properties expressed by these theorems one would comsider as the generalization for the linear uniform systems with periodic dependence in time of the corresponding properties of the linear autonomous Hamiltonian systems. If the oscillations of charged particle for all degrees of freedom are connected arid have the immenconsurable frequencies when the system paranieters are in general position, then the theorem conditions take place and we may use their assertions for the finding of the motion envelopes. In particular, on the base of Theorem 2 we may consider that the union of all ellipsoids obtained by the consequent shifts on the period T from the initial sphere coincides with the circumscribed invariant ellipsoid. Therefore to find thr: value iil (6) it is sufficient to build the circumscribed invariant ellipsoid and after that to calculate the value iil (e) for this ellipsoid on the base of Eq.(8).
Here we'll not give the complete proofs of the theorems formulated. It will be done in other publication. We'll point ouii only that these proofs are based on the transformation possibility of the monodromy matrix M ( T ) to the unitary one by means of a reversible matrix S, which does not depend on 8. This idea we illustrate below on the simple example.
Example. Consider the particular case of the linear staible Hamiltonian system for which the matrix A is constanit. Then M ( 8 ) = exp(A8) and the monodromy matrix M ( T ) == exp(AT) is not unitary in general case, i.e. the conditioin M ( T ) M + ( T ) = 1 does not necessarily take place, since A f -A+ and moreover the matrices A, A+ may be noncommuting. But there is the matrix Go such that G; =: Go and It permits to build the matrix G = M(Q)GoM+(6), which does not depend on 0, i.e. it coincides with the Go and, in particular, it is invariant relative to shift on the period. The proof of the existence of the matrix Go is based on the following argument. From one hand the system (1) is stable and therefore the eigenvalues of the A are imagine and in addition they form the mutually conjugate pairs. From other hand the sets of eigenvalues of the matrices A, ,4+ coincide with each other. Then for each A-eigenvalue Q! there is the A+-eigenvalue a* such that Q! + a* = 0. It is sufficient for the existence of the nontrivial solution of the matrix Lyapunov equation AGO + GOA+ = 0. If the spectrum of the A is not degenerate, then the eigenvalue a* is unique for each a. and therefore the matrix Go is also unique due to the condition det Go = 1. Notice that one would always represent the matrix Go in the form Go = SSf where the matrix S realizes the transformation the matrix M ( T ) to the unitary one.
